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a b s t r a c t
Underwhat conditions does one ﬁnd a newhome via one’s social network?Does theway inwhich a house
is acquired affect how satisﬁed one is with the house? We formulate hypotheses on the characteristics
of personal networks, the context of the move and their effect on those who attain a house through
informal channels and how satisﬁed they are with the new home. We use a representative dataset from
theNetherlands (the Surveyof the SocialNetworks of theDutch, SSND,n=1007) to test our arguments.Our
results show that buyers with more diverse social networks and renters with larger social networks are

















































ddoes not enhance their sa
. Introduction
Persons who are looking for a new home can ﬁnd it in several
ays. They may ﬁnd a home through formal ways like newspapers
r electronicmedia, communityhousingprogrammes, housing cor-
orations or estate agents. However, they might also use informal
hannels (DiMaggio and Louch, 1998; Abraham and Kropp, 2000).
ttaining a good via social networks is believed to be advantageous
or several reasons, because networks provide general information
n a whole range of offers. They also offer detailed information on
peciﬁcoffers that often strongly correspondwithpeople’s needsor
astes. Finally, they give an estimate of the quality of other people’s
erformance and they reduce the risks of opportunism connected
o the transactions of goods of which the quality is hard to estab-
ish (see DiMaggio and Louch, 1998, p. 623; see also Simpson and
cGrimmon, 2008). In this contribution, we focus on the attain-
ent of a speciﬁc good, i.e. ﬁnding a home. We examine which
etwork characteristics and other circumstances at the time when
eople move make them more likely to ﬁnd their home via social
etworks. Furthermore, as an indication of positive outcomes of
sing socialnetworks inﬁndingahome,weestablishwhether those
ho found their home via their networks are more satisﬁed with
hese homes.
Various conditions will inﬂuence the use of social networks inarket situations. First of all, contextual conditions like market
onditions are of course relevant, for example, the supply of the
oods in question. Second, the characteristics of a person’s net-
ork, like its compositionandsize,will also inﬂuence the likelihood
∗ Corresponding author.
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oi:10.1016/j.socnet.2008.09.002tion with the house that is found.
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f using relationships for attaining a certain good. For example, a
arge network composed of high status people usually is an asset in
arket situations.
Our study is inspired by the theoretical literature on infor-
ation searching and the more empirical literature on returns
f social networks in the ﬁeld of occupational attainment. The
onnection between the two is that, according to an important aux-
liary assumption of search theory, an information search through
nformal channels lowers the search costs. Furthermore, there are
mportant similarities between searching for a house and searching
or a job (see below). Finally, we argue that the way in which one
as attained a home will affect one’s satisfaction with the home
hat is attained. The way in which one has achieved a home has not
et been included in the explanation of housing satisfaction.
With our article, we want to contribute to the further develop-
ent of social capital theory (e.g. see Flap and Völker, 2005). We
ocus on the dimensions of social capital – the numbers of helpers,
heir interconnection and the resources these network members
rovide – and inquire which of these dimensions is productive in
nding a house, and in ﬁnding a house one is satisﬁed with.
The studyofhomeattainment is particularly interestingbecause
t is one of the largest expenditures in life. For instance, an average
utch household spends almost 25% of its income on housing and
ouse care (Central Bureau for Statistics, 2008). Further, because
ne is confronted with one’s housing situation every day, satis-
action with housing will determine a main part of a person’s life
uality.The remainder of this contribution is organized as follows: we
rst present earlier research on network use and home achieve-
ent. Next, we describe the theoretical background of network
se in economic transactions and present our hypotheses. We test
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etworks and the returns of social capital (SSND, 2000, see Völker
nd Flap, 2002). Finally, we discuss our ﬁndings and draw conclu-
ions.
. Earlier research on networks and ﬁnding a home
.1. Finding a home
Although a considerable proportion of people, usually 25% or
ore, ﬁnd their homes via social networks, research on social net-
ork use in ﬁnding a home has been rather rare and not very
etailed. We discuss two exceptions: the study by DiMaggio and
ouch (1998) and the one by Abraham and Kropp (2000). With US-
epresentative data from the 1996 General Social Survey, DiMaggio
nd Louch (1998) studied what kinds of economic transactions
ost often take place within social networks. The authors found
hat 34% of all purchased homes were bought from family, friends
r acquaintances. The study focused in particular on the question
f whether economic exchanges take place between buyers and
ellers from the same social network. The authors did not restrict
hemselves to housing, but also studied purchases of cars as well
s legal and home maintenance services. They argued that people
re more likely to trade with network partners if transactions are
arge and infrequent (DiMaggio and Louch, 1998, p. 626). Relying on
ersonal networks in these cases lowers the risk of opportunistic
ehaviour. In the case of small transactions, people care less about
eing betrayed. For small and in particular for unrepeated trans-
ctions, like taking a taxi in a foreign city, being taking advantage
f is not a rare phenomenon. For repeated transactions business
artners are kept from taking advantage because of their interest
n trading again in the future. Yet, in cases of large and infrequent,
nrepeated transactions, people are more wary of opportunistic
usiness partners. Therefore, consumers were expected to rely
ore on their informal relationships in cases of these transactions.
Abraham and Kropp (2000) focused explicitly on how people
ound their house in Leipzig, Germany.Here, 27% searched for hous-
ng via their networks and 24% also found their homes this way.
his shows the effectiveness of a network search: 90% of those who
ooked for a home via social networks also found it this way. Con-
istent with the idea that networks rich in resources provide more
pportunities, Leipzig’smoversweremore likely to search forhous-
ng via social networks if they had larger social networks. Yet, a
reater diversity of the network with respect to the social status of
ts members did not increase the chance to search for an apartment
ia social networks. Furthermore, AbrahamandKropp (2000) argue
hat a higher damage potential, i.e. the risk that one buys or hires a
ousewhich is notworth themoney one has paid,makes searching
ia networks more likely. In addition, the authors showed in which
ituations people will not use their social networks: when moves
re very urgent, searching through networks costs too much time.
ocio-demographic characteristics such as education, net income,
ousehold size and the number of children had no impact on social
etwork use and network diversity did not matter.
In summary, it seems that (i) searching houses via social net-
orks is an appropriate method and, consequently, many houses
re found through networks. Furthermore, (ii) network size seems
o be important in this process.
.2. Satisfaction with one’s homeThe research literature on housing satisfaction can roughly be
ivided into two strands. On the one hand, there is literature, usu-
lly in the ﬁeld of sociology and social geography, emphasizing
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nﬂuence satisfaction with the home (e.g. Morris et al., 1976). On
he other hand, there are more psychological studies in which it is
rgued that housing satisfaction – like every other kind of satisfac-
ion – is the degree of association between a person’s aspiration
nd his actual situation (e.g. Gruber and Shelton, 1987; Galster,
987; Kleit and Manzo, 2006). Next to these strands of research,
here are studies on how to increase incentives to move for certain
ocial groups (see, e.g. Varaday and Preiser, 1998). All the differ-
nt strands share the assumption that housing satisfaction is an
mportant component of an individual’s quality of life.
Furthermore, many policy studies and governmental pro-
rammes also inquire into housing satisfaction. It is studied how
elocation programmes affect housing satisfaction (see Popkin et
l., 2002; Smith and Ferryman, 2006, who focus on the situa-
ion of elderly people when they are relocated; see Johnson et al.,
002,who investigate relocation among the poor). Kleit andManzo
2006) showed that, in the decision to move, the evaluation of the
ousing and the neighbourhood environment are very important,
ext to a person’s family situation.
In their study, DiMaggio and Louch (1998) also inquire into peo-
le’s satisfaction with their house. The authors argue that housing
atisfaction is improved through the use of social ties, because bet-
er information isprovidedby these informal channels. They indeed
ound that buyers who had bought their houses from someone
n their network were likely to report high levels of satisfaction
DiMaggio and Louch, 1998, p. 633).
It is also shown that people who live in homes with more rooms
re more satisﬁed (Ginsberg and Churchman, 1984). Varaday and
reiser (1998) also found that those who have more available space
re more satisﬁed. Furthermore, those who have good neighbour-
ood contacts are more satisﬁed with their house (Morris et al.,
976). As to the role of neighbourhood contacts, Vale (1997) argued
hat a neighbourhood network of strong ties enhances satisfaction
ith the house, even when confronted with incisive problems in
hat neighbourhood, e.g. crime or other residential problems. In
ther studies (see, for instance, Rohe and Stegman, 1994), satisfac-
ion ismorebroadly conceivedof as life satisfaction. It is known that
ome ownership increases life satisfaction considerably. Housing
atisfaction is often investigated as a part of community satisfac-
ion. In these studies, it is actually shown that the characteristics of
ouses matter as much as the broader environment, such as the
ocial composition of the neighbourhood as well as its physical
haracteristics (see Marans and Rodgers, 1974; Herting and Guest,
985).
In the development of the research, many conditions – of a per-
onal, physical, demographic, geographic and social nature – have
een said to be important in the explanation of housing satisfaction
see Erdogan et al., 2007 for an overview). There is general agree-
ent that housing satisfaction is a rather complex phenomenon
nd therefore difﬁcult to explain (Erdogan et al., 2007). Studies
iffer considerably in their theoretical assumptions, sampling and
ethods of analysis as well. In addition, the measurement of sat-
sfaction is not without obstacles (see Varaday and Preiser, 1998).
eople who are really not satisﬁed leave their house as quickly as
ossible. Thosewho stay are all reasonably satisﬁed, but sometimes
or very different reasons, e.g. depending on the work and family
ituation. Another problem with measuring housing satisfaction is
ts high association with neighbourhood evaluation in general (see
ruber and Shelton, 1987). Furthermore, it is discussed whether
nalysing satisfaction as an interval scaled variable is appropriate
r whether it is better to treat it as an ordinal scale (see Lu, 1999).
It is not clear how inconsistencies in ﬁndings can be interpreted.
et, in spite of all these difﬁculties, there are conditions that have
ather robust effects on housing satisfaction. These relate to the












































































































can provide the opportunities for helpful contacts (see Lai et al.,
1998, who studied occupational attainment). This implies that per-
sonswith a network rich in opportunities, i.e. other peoplewho can
be accessed, will not only be more likely to ﬁnd a home via their
1 Examples of research on the inﬂuence of accessible social capital on occupa-
tional attainment are Campbell et al. (1986) and Lin and Dumin (1986) for the US as
well as Boxman et al. (1991) for the Netherlands. Examples of the inﬂuence of used2 A. Röper et al. / Social
nteraction with neighbours, e.g. the absence of problems in the
eighbourhood (seeVaradayandPreiser, 1998).Here,wecontrol for
hese predictors of housing satisfaction. In addition,wewill inquire
hether theway of attaining the house affects the satisfactionwith
he house.
. Theoretical background and hypotheses
.1. General frame
Wewill use the economic search costs theory to come to predic-
ions on how networks help in ﬁnding a house and a house that is
atisfying. We also borrow some insights from research on search-
ng for a job because there are important similarities between
earching for a new house and searching for a new job.
According to the information search theory (see, e.g. Brown,
965, pp. 191–198), individuals calculate costs and beneﬁts for dif-
erent search methods and use the method with the highest net
eneﬁt. Moreover, an individual who looks for a certain good will
earch for new information as long as the expected beneﬁt in out-
omes outstrips the additional search costs (Stigler, 1961). Also,
mportantly, the use of informal channels lowers the search costs.
his latter assumption implies that searching through informal
hannels will usually lead to more positive outcomes. Therefore,
t is relevant to look at the role of networks in search processes on
arious markets.
In the last decennia, it has been argued theoretically and shown
mpirically on various markets that access to and use of social con-
acts has certain beneﬁts. The study on job attainment and the role
f social networks on labour markets is one of the research areas
here relativelymuchprogress has beenmade (Lin, 1999;Marsden
nd Gorman, 2001). Moreover, as there are important similarities
etween searching for ahouse and searching for a job, e.g. it is about
nfrequent transactions that involve quite some insecurity, several
hings related to ﬁnding a home can be learned from studying how
eople ﬁnd a job. Finally, we argue that ﬁnding a home through
nformal channels will positively affect one’s satisfaction with the
ome attained. The way in which one has achieved a home has not
et been included in the explanation of housing satisfaction.
We are aware, however, that houses and jobs are goods which
lso differ fromeachother in anumber of respects. To give an exam-
le, the person who sells a house or mediates the transaction is
ot completely comparable to the employer, amongst other rea-
ons because the buyer or the tenant usually does not interact any
ore with the seller or the estate manager after the purchase or
he signing of the lease is completed, whereas one will continue
o have regular contact with the employer. Yet, despite these dif-
erences, networks can provide information on jobs as well as on
ouses.
What arguments exist or canbe formulated regarding the search
rocess through personal contacts? The fact that social networks
lay a rolewhen buying or renting a house, or in consumer transac-
ions in general, implies that prices are not generally known. They
re not ‘written in the sky’: markets are not perfect and not all
he information is available to all players. In a perfect market, a
erson looking for a house would know all the details about all
he houses available. Potential buyers or renters would be just as
ell informed about the house as the current owner or landlord.
et, ﬁnding a home in the real world is more complicated. People
ho look for a home only know about a fraction of the available
ouses. Acquiring all the relevant information about houses costs
uite some time, individual energy and money. So, networks might
elp in collecting information on what houses are on offer or for
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he right timing. It does not make much sense to be the 3007th
erson who is looking for a new job or a new place to live and
ho reads about a vacancy or a house for rent in a newspaper.
ou need to be among the ﬁrst to hear about such an opportunity
Granovetter, 1974). In addition, the information people dispose of
s nearly always not symmetric: buyers or renters do not know
s much about the quality of the houses as sellers, estate brokers
r landlords. Because of this asymmetry, buyers or renters cannot
e sure whether they have received all the information relevant
o making their decision. In such a setting, where individuals are
onfronted with the problem of attaining valid and reliable infor-
ation, social networks can provide in-depth information on the
etails of speciﬁc offers someone is interested in. Informal ties will
nform on the ‘hidden’ problems of a house. What is said here
eﬂects the two stages in the search process for occupations, as
istinguished by Rees (1966). In the ﬁrst stage, extensive informa-
ion is searched for, that is: establishing the opportunities or offers
ne can choose from. In the second stage, more intensive informa-
ion is sought on only a few offers that seem more interesting. The
eneﬁts of social networks are in particular related to this inten-
ive aspect. Importantly, this is a type of information which cannot
e attained easily via other sources. The ability of social ties to
rovide in-depth information is related to an important beneﬁt of
elationships: the creation of trust (see Granovetter, 1985; Buskens
nd Raub, 2002; see also Frenzen and Davis, 1990). Buskens and
aub (2002) distinguish two mechanisms in the creation of trust:
earning and control. The learning mechanism entails that social
elations can serve as a source of information not only on the qual-
ty of the product on offer, but also on the likelihood that a speciﬁc
rading partner will treat the buyer or renter honestly. The con-
rol mechanism entails that direct relationships encourage honest
ehaviour as partners usually want to trade again in the future.
dditionally, ongoing economic relations can becomeoverlaidwith
ocial expectations that inhibit opportunism (Granovetter, 1985).
hile home purchases or renting a home are typically unrepeated
ransactions, people can have other social or trading relations with
he seller or landlord of a house that will provide the former with
nformation on the latter and that way inhibit dishonesty. Oppor-
unistic business partners are kept in line by the threat of gaining
bad reputation.
Next to the actual use of social ties, the potential help in a given
etwork by others who can be mobilized is also relevant in a search
rocess. If people attempt to ﬁnd a house via social contacts, they
o not just need to have a social network but they must mobilize
heir available contacts. This distinctionhas alsobeenmade in stud-
es on occupational attainment. Social capital or network resources
onsist on the one hand of the actual used relationships which pro-
ided a certain kind of help, but on the other hand they also consist
f the resources one can access through one’s ties to others and
hich can be mobilized.1 In general, it is assumed that the more
esources which can be mobilized, the better. The entire networkocial capital are Lin et al. (1981) for the US and De Graaf and Flap (1988) for the US,
ermany and the Netherlands. De Graaf and Flap (1988) found that the mere use of
ocial networks in a job search did not lead to a better job status, but that a higher
tatus of a contact person did. However, one should note that there are also coun-
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etworks but they will also ﬁnd a better home and therefore be
ore satisﬁed with the attained home.
On the basis of these arguments,we conclude that the likelihood
f the use of networks in ﬁnding a home – just as any other good –
riginates in the potential of social relations to provide much new
nd in-depth information. This characteristic of social relationships
epends, amongst others, on their embeddedness in the surround-
ng network. Furthermore, the amount of resources which can be
ccessed through networks affects the likelihood of ﬁnding a home
ia networks as well as ﬁnding a home that is really satisfying.
.2. Speciﬁc arguments and hypotheses
In the following, we develop hypotheses. In doing so, we make
distinction between network characteristics on the one hand and
ontextual or situational characteristics which inﬂuence the likeli-
ood of network use on the other hand. We provide arguments on
he likelihood of ﬁnding a home via social networks while taking
hese two types of characteristics into account. Then, we argue on
he outcomes of network use, i.e. on how satisfaction is inﬂuenced
y networks.
.2.1. Network characteristics and house attainment
The resources of one’s network can be seen as a person’s oppor-
unities for the activation of useful contacts (see Lai et al., 1998).
lthough social capital is not universally fungible (Coleman, 1990)
nd is often goal-speciﬁc, the more people a person knows, the
igher should be the likelihood that at least one person in the net-
ork can help to ﬁnd a home. Therefore, we expect that larger
etworks enhance the likelihood of ﬁnding a home via social ties
hypothesis 1).
Yet, it is not only the size of a network which matters. One can
now many others, yet if these are all similar in their resources – or
heir lack of resources – especially with regard to information on
ouses, ﬁnding a house through these tieswill be less likely. Rather,
etworks that cover a large range of social positions, i.e. networks
ith a high diversity of the network members with regard to socio-
emographic characteristics, are important here. The more diverse
he members, the more diverse will be the help and information
hey can provide. Hence, a more diverse network should be more
ikely to provide useful help for a person who searches for a home
hypothesis 2).
As already mentioned, having access to people higher up the
ocial ladder enables access to better resources (see Campbell et
l., 1986; Lin and Dumin, 1986, who studied this for occupational
ttainment). The mechanism that is assumed to be underlying this
rocess is that higher positions are scarce and have better infor-
ation on the social structure. Therefore, they enable searchers
o access different positions more easily (Lin, 1999). We argue that
igh statusnetworkmembersalsohelp toﬁndahousebecausepeo-
le who are higher on the social ladder have more access in general
nd can therefore providemore and better information (hypothesis
).
.2.2. Contextual characteristics affecting network use
As mentioned in the introduction and shown by Abraham and
ropp (2000), there are important contextual characteristicswhich
nﬂuence the attractiveness of searching through social networks.
irst, the physical distance between the location of origin and that
f destination affects the role of social ties in the search process.
or instance, a person moving from the Netherlands to New York
ill probably not know anybody who can provide information on
ouses inNewYorkCity. Anetworkmember living closer to thenew
estination ismoreable toknowthe localhousingmarket. This so to
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n New York, is needed. Therefore, a searching person who knows
omebody who already lives in the area will be likely to activate
hat contact. An assumption behind these arguments is that people
ecide on the area to which they want to move before they start
earching. Under this assumption, we expect that those who know
omeone living in the area of the new home are likely to ﬁnd that
ome via social contacts (hypothesis 4).
However, network use does not only depend onnetwork charac-
eristics, but also on the social situation of the person who searches
or a new home. For instance, time pressure may change someone’s
references for search methods. Abraham and Kropp (2000) used
he urgency of a move as a proxy for the costs of a network search.
network search has costs – in particular in time, and hence, if
he move is urgent, these costs cannot be afforded. Another mech-
nism, not mentioned by the authors, is that information – also on
ousing – often pops up as a by-product of everyday conversations.
ince the searchperiod is probably shorter for urgentmoves, people
n need of a house do not have time to rely on these mechanisms.
ased on this, we expect that in cases of urgent moves, people are
ess likely to ﬁnd a house via social contacts (hypothesis 5).
Another factor that inﬂuences how people ﬁnd their house is
hether a house is bought or rented. Williamson (1985, pp. 52–61)
egards the volume of a transaction as a major determinant of its
amage potential. The volume of a transaction is much higher in
uying than in renting. Consequently, the damage of buying and
oving to a bad house will be much greater if it is own property
han if it is rented. If a house is bought, all the savings that havebeen
oured into the house are lost or at least at risk, while in the case of
enting, the costs ofmoving aremuch lower. The higher the damage
otential, the more actors will seek reliable and detailed informa-
ion. They will prefer to know much about the few houses they
onsider rather than toknow little aboutmanyhouses. The search is
ntensive rather than extensive. Likewise, Flap and Boxman (2001)
ould show that employers are more likely to hire new employees
ased on in-depth information if the damage potential of a new
ire is high. Under the assumption that people decidewhether they
ant to rent or buy a house before they search for a new home, we
xpect that ﬁnding this house through networks is more likely in
ases of buying than in cases of renting (hypothesis 6).
A further factor that inﬂuences social network use in ﬁnding a
ouse is the market situation. Contrary to formal methods, infor-
al methods do not provide information to everyone at the same
ime (Flap and Boxman, 1999). Given the scarcity in the supply of
ouses, the advantage of having information earlier can be cru-
ial. So, scarcity on the market might enhance the attractiveness
f networks for ﬁnding a home. Yet, one can also argue that the
nformation attained through social ties has more of its value in
he details and less in the broad general aspects, which one needs
o know to be the ﬁrst. In other words, it might be the case that one
isks missing important information about new offers when one
elies too much on informal channels. This would make the search
ia social networks less attractive in scarce market situations. Mar-
et scarcity usually results in high prices. Since we do not know
hich mechanism is effective here, we formulate an undirected
ypothesis and just expect that the average housing prices in the
reaat the timeof themovewill inﬂuence the likelihood thatpeople
ill ﬁnd their homes via social networks (hypothesis 7).
.2.3. Outcomes of achieving a home via social networks: housing
atisfactionHow do social networks affect the satisfaction with the good
ttained? So far, studies on labour market outcomes show incon-
istent results regarding job satisfaction. Granovetter (1974, p. 13)
howed that those who attained their job through social ties are
onsiderablymore satisﬁed than thosewho found their job through




























































Hypotheses on the likelihood of ﬁnding a home through social networks and on
satisfaction with the home.
Hypotheses
. . .on the likelihood of ﬁnding a home through personal contacts
Network characteristics
1 The larger the social network of a person, the more likely the
person will ﬁnd a home via social contacts.
2 The more diverse the social network of a person, the more
likely the person will ﬁnd a home via social contacts.
3 The higher the average social status of the social network of a
person, the more likely the person will ﬁnd a home via social
contacts.
Contextual characteristics
4 If a person knows someone who lives in the area of the new
home, ﬁnding a home via social contacts is more likely.
5 If the move is urgent, ﬁnding a home via social contacts is less
likely.
6 If a house is bought and not rented, ﬁnding a home via social
networks is more likely.
7 Average housing prices in the area at the time of the move will
inﬂuence the likelihood that people ﬁnd their homes via social
networks.
. . . on satisfaction with the home
8 If a person ﬁnds a home via a personal contact, the person is
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ormal ways. Yet, Wielgosz and Carpenter (1987), in their study
n re-employed workers, could not replicate Granovetter’s ﬁnd-
ng. In the case of ﬁnding a house, DiMaggio and Louch (1998)
ave found extremely high satisfaction with a house when it is
ttained via social ties. Granovetter’s (1974) argument on why
etwork use leads to higher satisfaction relates to the in-depth
nformation social ties can provide. Because of this particular infor-
ation, which is not available through other means, the resulting
match’ between job and candidate, or – in our case – house and
weller, is better than in cases where other channels are used (see
lso Granovetter (1985) on the embeddedness in social relations
hich provide information). Likewise and as already mentioned,
iMaggio and Louch (1998, p. 633) argue that the higher satisfac-
ion is a result of people’s belief that they attain a better quality of
nformation through social channels. Besides being of a better qual-
ty, we can also argue that information given by social contacts is
ore likely to be true since network members would forsake social
elations if they provide wrong information. This is yet another
echanism that will protect buyers from disappointments and
pportunistic behaviour. We follow these arguments and expect
hat if a person ﬁnds a home via a personal contact, s/he will be
ore likely to be satisﬁed with it (hypothesis 8).
Furthermore, it is generally assumed that better resources in
erms of higher social status lead to better outcomes. This has been
argely studied in research on occupational achievement (e.g. Lin
t al., 1981). Also, when a house is purchased, a higher status of
contact person might be an advantage because a higher status
erson has access to more and better information and has a larger
nd richer network to mobilize. For a person who looks for a house,
ontact with a person who is well embedded in his or her personal
etwork provides, apart from a large amount of information, an
mportant source of indirect ties. The information and support pro-
ided might lead to a better ‘ﬁt’ between the home and the new
weller. Hence, we expect that a higher social status of the person
ho helps to ﬁnd the house enhances satisfaction with the house
hypothesis 9).
Lastly, we argue that the circumstances of a move are different
or buyers of a house compared with renters. Financial costs are
uch lower for renters than for buyers. Furthermore, renters can
uch more easily leave the home and search again for a new one in
he case that they are not satisﬁed. These different circumstances
ay also affect network use: e.g. high quality information is cru-
ial for buyers but less important for renters. On the other hand,
enters also beneﬁt from networks because information for houses
o rent is often more difﬁcult to access. So, we are not sure how
hese differences will affect network use, but we will keep buy-
rs and renters separate in our analyses. Table 1 summarizes our
ypotheses.
. Data, analytic strategy and measurements
.1. Data
The hypotheses are tested with the Survey of the Social Net-
orks of the Dutch (SSND, 2000, n=1007; see Völker and Flap,
002). The sample is stratiﬁed by region and the number of inhab-
tants in that region. Forty municipalities were randomly selected
rom the regions of the Netherlands, while accounting for the
egree of urbanization aswell as the number of inhabitants.Within
ach municipality, four neighbourhoods were selected at random.
ecause of this sample structure, we can add regional informa-
ion on housing prices and test for their inﬂuence on network use.
he SSND data contain information on both buyers and renters of





hﬁnds a home via other channels.
The higher the social status of the contact person, the more
likely the mover will be satisﬁed with the home.
ound their homes as well as how satisﬁed they are with their
wellings.
The datawere collected in face-to-face interviews. The response
ate was 40%. Men, married people and higher educated people are
lightly overrepresented. Weights to make the data representative
f theDutchpopulationare taken frompreviousanalysesof thedata
see van der Gaag, 2005, Table 2 of his Appendix A). These weights
ill beused in the subsequentdescriptionsof thedata. Inmultivari-
te analyses,we control for the characteristicswhich are somewhat
iased in the sample compared with the Dutch population.
.2. Analyses
There will be two logistic regression analyses, the ﬁrst on the
ikelihood of ﬁnding a home via social contacts and the second on
he likelihood of being highly satisﬁed with the home.
.3. Dependent variables
In thequestionnaire, peoplewereasked inwhichway they found
heir homes. A ‘home’ in the way we have asked for it refers to all
ind of dwellings, ﬂats, apartments or houses. People could make a
hoicebetween the following categories: viapersonal contacts, that
s colleagues, former owners or friends, via reading or placing ads,
ousingcorporation, estateagentormunicipality. Thecategorieson
elp provided via personal contacts are collapsed into one category
alled ‘personal contacts’.
Table 2 shows thatmore than25%of the respondents found their
omes via social contacts. Interestingly, buyers ﬁnd their houses
ore often via social contacts than renters. Further, of the respon-
ents who found their homes via informal means, the majority
amed only one person who helped them ﬁnd their house. Help
rom family members was received by 44%, 40% received help from
cquaintances andmerely 16% said they received help from friends.
heways inwhich people could help ranged from selling or renting
he house to the respondent himself to providing information on
omes. About one-quarter of those who reported that they found
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Table 2
Ways of ﬁnding a home (source: SSND; n=1007; weighted percentages; without those who built a house themselves, n=73, results in n=934).
Way of ﬁnding All (%) Buyers (%) Renters (%) Difference buyers–renters (p-value of t-test)
Personal contacts 25.4 27.7 21.4 0.20
























































































Aeading or placing Ads 14.8 18.1
ousing corporation 12.9 3.7
unicipality 12.4 5.5
otal (n) 934 589
heir house via personal contacts stated that they bought or rented
he property directly from their contact person. Whether people
ound their houses via social contacts or in another way constitutes
he binary dependent variable in the ﬁrst set of analyses.
The secondoutcomevariable is the satisfactionwith thehousing
ound. Respondents were asked how satisﬁed they are with their
ouse: 3.1% were extremely dissatisﬁed and 2% indicated that they
ere not really satisﬁed, 28.1% deemed their dwellings reasonable
nd the majority of 66.8% was very satisﬁed. We collapse the ﬁrst
hree categories together and analyse what makes people highly
atisﬁed in a binary logistic regression analysis.
.4. Independent variables
.4.1. Respondent’s network and network size
We measured a person’s social network through listing names
f alters with whom the respondent undertakes certain activities
r exchanges. In the Appendix, a list of these name-generating
uestions is provided. When counting the number of alters, we
xcluded the network members one came to know after the
ove—these are rather a consequence than a cause of having
oved to a certain place. Social networks change over time, and
specially if a person is moving, his or her network is likely
o change—housing inﬂuences network formation (Glaeser and
acerdote, 1999). In the subsequent analyses, the total number
f alters in various parts of the social network whom respon-
ents knew before the move represents the network size. We
re aware that the exclusion of those network members whom
espondents have met after moving is only a partial remedy to
he problem of retrospective measurement of the situation dur-
ng and just before the move: some alters with whom respondents
ad contact at the time of the move have dropped out of the net-
ork.
.4.2. Diversity
To indicate the occupational and status diversity of someone’s
etwork, information from a position generator (Lin and Dumin,
986) has been used. In the position generator, respondents were
sked, for 30 different occupations spread evenly across the occu-
ational prestige scale (running from 0 to 100 points), whether
hey personally knew anybody who held these occupations. These
ccupations represent different statuses and are frequent in the
utch workforce. The position generator measures the number of
ifferent occupations the respondent has personal contact with, a
easure that gives information about the range of accessed social
ositions.2.4.3. Contact status
For the assessment of the inﬂuence of the status of the net-
ork members, the mean socio-economic status of the persons
hom the person knew before moving is used. If there were no













eople in the social network, the mean contact status is set to 0;
he highest mean status of a social network in the analyses was
8.7.
.4.4. Knowing a person in the neighbourhood and urgency of the
ove
Furthermore, people were asked straightforwardly whether
hey knew anyone in the area before theymoved to that neighbour-
ood. In addition, respondents reported their reasons for moving.
oves connected to a ﬁxed date, like an ending contract, and those
hat resulted from changes in life, such as starting a new job or a
ew education, were considered to be urgent. Moves that occurred
ecause of a desire to change living circumstances were considered
ot urgent.
.4.5. Buying or renting and market conditions
We asked straightforwardly whether the home is the respon-
ent’s own property or whether they rent it. Since this is a dataset
rom personal interviews, it does not contain information on mar-
et conditions. The Dutch market for houses for rent is fairly
egulated, and therefore average renting prices in an area will not
e included in the analyses. Yet, the prices of houses for sale are far
ess regulated. We used data from the Dutch Union of Estate Agents
NVM) on average prices of all kinds of houses and apartments in
6 regions in the Netherlands, which go back to 1985. These aver-
ge prices are based on house sales by estate agents. They should
e closely linked with overall trends in housing prices, since estate
gents have to compete with other sellers of houses. For all buyers,
he price in their area in the year of themove is considered the aver-
ge housing price. Since people moved in different years, prices are
orrected for inﬂation as given by the Central Bureau of Statistics
f the Netherlands (2006).
The reference year inwhich the prices equal the prices corrected
or inﬂation is 1989. The inﬂation to the year 1990 was 2.2%, hence
rea prices in 1990 were divided by 1.022. These corrected housing
rices range from 44.26 thousand Euros to 150.48 thousand Euros.
n very few cases, houses in the same region were built in the same
ear and have the same average housing price.
.4.6. Relation to neighbours
Since satisfaction with the neighbourhood has been shown to
nﬂuence satisfaction with housing (Morris et al., 1976), trouble
ith direct neighbours will be taken into account as well. Further-
ore, the date of construction, the respondent’s estimate of the
riceof thehouseaswell as the typeofhouse (detachedhouse, non-
etached house, apartment and other) will be taken into account.
dditionally, because it has been shown that owners aremore satis-
edwith their houses than renters (Elsinga andHoekstra, 2005),we
ontrolled for ownership. We also included the length of residence
n the house, because this might affect relations to neighbours.
n addition, tenure might also be related to satisfaction, although
rguments on the direction point in different directions. For exam-
le, if one stays longer in a certain house, one might arrange with
ll kind of discomfort and hence satisfaction might be higher. On
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ances becomesmore incisive through time andhence, satisfaction
ecreases with tenure.
.4.7. Other control variables
It has been shown that network size and other network char-
cteristics vary by age, education, sex and race (Fischer and Oliker,
983; Marsden, 1987). Although those who have larger networks
ave a higher chance to ﬁnd what they need via their contacts, they
o not necessarily use them to a greater extent, possibly because
hey also have the ﬁnancial and human capital to use other means.
hang’s (2005) research onhowpeople acquire information on sav-
ng and investment options uncovered that richer people rely less
n social networks and consult different sources of information,
uch as newspapers, professionals or acquainted bankers. The poor,
owever, are often conﬁned to using social networks as their sole
ource of information (Chang, 2005). Therefore, the effects of socio-
conomic status as a proxy for resources that are useful in ﬁnding
house through formal means should be taken into account when
esting the hypotheses. We included the measurement of socio-
conomic status using the transformation of the ISCO88 codes,
he Standard Classiﬁcation of Occupations (see International Labor
fﬁce, 1990; Ganzeboom et al., 1992). One also could argue that
eople of a lower economic status may not be able to afford an
state agent or an advertisement in the paper and could therefore
e restricted to searching via informal means.
Other individual characteristics are taken into account because
hey could also inﬂuence howpeople ﬁnd their house. For example,
eople of an older agemightwant to bemore independent of others
nd might therefore be less likely to search for a home via personal
ontacts. In addition, we controlled for the geographical distance
etween the old and the new house. Because one can probably ﬁnd
home more easily as well as accidentally if one lives close to the
ew destination, we included a measure of whether one has been






escriptive statistics for key dependent and independent variable (source: SSND; n=515
ew home).
Min Max
ay of ﬁnding a home
Finding a home via personal contacts 0 1
Placing or reading ads 0 1
Municipality 0 1
Housing corporation 0 1
Estate agent 0 1
atisfaction with home
Being highly satisﬁed 0 1
etwork conditions
Network size 0 21
Network diversity 0 28
Socio-economic status of network members (average) 0 78
ontextual conditions
Knowing someone in the neighbourhood 0 1
Urgent move 0 1
Average prices in area 44.262 150
ontrol variables
Age 17 64
Socio-economic status 16 87
Having lived in same neighbourhood 0 1
Problems with neighbours 0 1
Age of house 1 600
Non-detached house 0 1
Flat 0 1
Tenure 1 10
Estimated current value of home 1 10
House is own property vs rented property 0 1rks 31 (2009) 40–51
In preliminary analyses, we also inquired into the effects of sex.
e did not include this variable in the ﬁnal analyses, because no
nﬂuenceon thewaypeople found their homehasbeenestablished.
e concluded that it is rather the household than the individual
ho moves. Many households consist of both a woman and a man
nd therefore a respondent’s sex might be irrelevant.
Lastly, we did analyse buyers and renters separately because the
amage potential of buying a house is greater than that of renting a
ouse. Preliminary analyses showed that other hypothesized con-
itions seem to have different inﬂuences on buyers and renters too.
enting a house is apparently a situationwhichdiffers considerably
rom buying.
Table 3 shows all the descriptive statistics of the variables used
n the analyses.
.5. Decisions made to overcome data limitations
As already mentioned, the dataset contains information on peo-
le’s social networks at the timeof the interviewandnot at the time
f the move. Above, we mentioned that this causes a problem for
he analyses, because networks change through time and can even
e a consequence of housing. Because of this limitation, we consid-
red only the alters already known by ego at the time of the move
nd excluded those who were met later on. Furthermore, in order
o limit memory biases, we included only those respondents who
ave moved within the last 10 years, which applies to about 50% of
he respondents.
Furthermore, peoplewho built their houseswere not asked dur-
ng the interview if theywere helped by anyone to acquire a tract of
and on which to build. Therefore, the respondents who built their
wn houses were excluded from the analyses.
After also excluding those who moved longer ago than 10 years,
14 cases remain for the analyses on ﬁnding a house via personal
ontacts.
respondents, who moved within the last 10 years and who bought or rented the







7.463 3.360 0.330 0.321
14.967 5.640 −0.117 −0.418
.833 47.014 11.729 −0.468 1.518
0.521 0.500
0.126 0.332
.479 90.201 20.018 0.303 −0.079
39.718 10.794 0.477 −0.614
51.363 15.520 0.001 −0.720
0.117 0.321
0.245 0.430
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Another problem in the data is that the area into which a
erson moves is not a completely exogenous characteristic: pos-
ibly people move to a certain area because they know somebody
ho can help them to ﬁnd a house there. This would lead to an
verestimation of the causal effect of knowing somebody in the
eighbourhoodonﬁndingahousevia social contacts if oneassumes
hat the area into which a person moves is ﬁxed. Having informa-
ion about the person who lives in the neighbourhood could solve
his problem, e.g. the likelihood that this person has inﬂuenced the
ove increases with tie strength. Yet, unfortunately, we only know
hether one knew a person in the area and have no information
bout the relationship between ego and alter here.
. Results
Before testingourhypotheses,we inquired into the relationships
ith those who helped in attaining a house. Who are the network
embers who helped to ﬁnd a home? Table 4 shows the role rela-
ions that were mentioned by our respondents. Interestingly, those
hohelped toﬁndahomewere in theﬁrst place acquaintances and
n the second place family members. If parents, parents-in-law and
ther family are taken together, family ties are the most important
ies forﬁndingahome.Thereare, however, probablynotmanyother
elational functions provided to that extent through strong ties on
he one hand and weak ties on the other hand. Furthermore, in the
etherlands, one only rarely acquires a house via a work-related
ocial contact.
In the following, we ﬁrst answer the question of under which
ircumstances people are more likely to ﬁnd their house via social
etworks. Thereafter, we show the impact of the way in which a
ouse was found on the satisfaction with the house.
.1. Finding a house via social contacts
Table 5 presents our models that test the hypotheses on ﬁnd-
ng a home through social ties. Note that, while the table presents
he ﬁnal models, at the bottom of the table model improvement
hen adding groups of variables is shown. Model improvement
hen adding network characteristics is for buyers at the border
f signiﬁcance; for renters it is signiﬁcant. For the buyers as well
s for the renters, the context in which the move is made, i.e. its
rgency and whether one already knows somebody in the area,
as an inﬂuence on network use. Note in addition that none of the
ontrol variables like age, socio-economic status and having lived
n the same neighbourhood affect the likelihood of ﬁnding a house
ia social contacts.
The ﬁrst hypothesis stating that people with larger networks
re more likely to ﬁnd their home via social contacts is conﬁrmed
or renters, not for buyers. For renters, contact with an additional
etwork member is associated with an increase of 23% in the odds
able 4
oles of those who helped a respondent to ﬁnd a home (in percent of all relations
entioned; source SSND; n=136 respondents).
Roles of those who
helped to ﬁnd a home
(n=203 relationships)




arent/parents in law 19.7 8.9
ther family 15.8 16.5
riend 18.2 22.0
ork relationship 5.0 26.7
eighbour 9.6 16.6
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f ﬁnding a house via a social contact. On average, the network
onsists of 6 persons, who one has known before moving to the
ew place.
Furthermore, the secondhypothesis, stating that the diversity of
henetwork also enhances the chance toﬁndahouse through social
ies, is conﬁrmed for buyers, but not for renters. However, the effect
s rather small: every additional occupation that buyers are able to
ccess increases their odds of ﬁnding a house via social contacts
y 6.5%. Thus, a larger size of a network makes renters more likely
o ﬁnd their house via social networks and a greater diversity of its
embersmakes buyersmore likely to ﬁnd their house via personal
ontacts.
We also hypothesized that people who have a network with a
igher average socio-economic status are more likely to ﬁnd their
ome via social contacts. However, the results show that a higher
verage social statusof thenetworkmembersmakesneither buyers
or renters more likely to ﬁnd their house via social networks. In
further analysis (not shown here), we inquired whether higher
tatus peoplehelp to acquiremore expensivehouses.Wecalculated
he interaction between average prices in the area and status of the
etwork members. This interaction is at the border of signiﬁcance
p= .069) but the change in odds is with .999 not relevant.
Concerning the inﬂuence of the contextual situation, the cir-
umstances of the move, when searching for a house, our results
re the following: as hypothesized, knowing someone in the area
f the house before moving signiﬁcantly increases the chance that
eople ﬁnd their homes via social contacts. For buyers who know
omeone in the neighbourhood, the odds of ﬁnding their home
ia social networks are more than ﬁve times as high as for those
uyers who do not know anybody yet. For renters, this effect is
nly half as strong: the odds that renters who have contacts in the
eighbourhood ﬁnd their house via social contacts are 2.3 times as
igh as for those who do not have any such contacts yet. However,
nd as mentioned already above, for both buyers and renters, the
ffect may be slightly overestimated, because knowing someone in
he area could inﬂuence the decision to move to this neighbour-
ood. In order to inquire into this latter argument, we inquired
nto the length of relationships between a respondent and his or
er network members and compared this ﬁgure with the time
f the move. In general, about 75% of the network relations are
reated after the move (family is excluded here). This indicates
hat networks are more a product of living in a certain place than
ice versa.
It was also expected that those who have to move urgently ﬁnd
heir homes less often via social contacts. The analysis for buyers
eveals that the odds that buyers who have to move urgently ﬁnd
heir house via social networks are indeed 74% lower than the odds
hat buyers with time to move ﬁnd their home via social networks.
et, for renters, the opposite seems to be true: the odds that renters
ho have to move urgently ﬁnd their home via social contacts are
hree times as high as the odds that thosewithmore time ﬁnd their
ome via social contacts. This effect may be attributable to work
lacements, sinceﬁnding ahomeviaworkor colleagues also counts
s ﬁnding a home via personal contacts. If people who ﬁnd their
ome via work or colleagues are not considered to ﬁnd their home
ia social contacts, the effect becomes insigniﬁcant (not shown).
hus, the urgency of a move only makes buyers less likely to ﬁnd
heir home via social networks. Renters who have to move urgently
remore likely toﬁnd their homevia social networks, but this effect
s due to work placements. Finally, higher or lower average housing
rices do not make buyers more likely to have found their home via
ocial contacts.
With all these different effects we have found for buyers and
enters—are buyers more likely to ﬁnd their home via social
etworks, as we hypothesized? Our analysis reveals that nei-
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Table 5
Binary logistic regression on ‘ﬁnding a home via a personal contact’ (source SSND; only respondents who moved within the last 10 years).
Hyp. Buyers (n=317) Renters (n=197)
exp(b) p exp(b) p
Network characteristics
Network size + 0.992 0.427 1.234 0.003
Network diversity + 1.065 0.015 1.020 0.299
Mean S.E.s of network members + 0.989 0.233 0.982 0.222
Circumstances of move
Knowing someone in neighbourhood + 5.151 0.000 2.274 0.029
Urgent move − 0.258 0.020 3.027 0.023
Average prices in area ? 0.992 0.334 – –
Control variables
Age 0.947 0.121 0.987 0.459
Socio-economic status 0.991 0.430 0.994 0.665
Having lived in same neighbourhood 0.796 0.593 0.230 0.179
Constant 0.969 0.980 0.142 0.163
−2LL d.f. p −2LL d.f. p
Model improvement tests
Model with control variables only 299.977 3 0.137 165.073 3 0.491
+ Network characteristics 292.889 6 0.069 155.796 6 0.026
+ Circumstances of move 261.276 9 0.000 148.302 8 0.024
Cox&Snell Nagelkerke Cox&Snell Nagelkerke
Final model pseudo R2 0.158 0.227 0.117 0.117
Note: for directed hypotheses tests are one-sided; for undirected hypotheses tests are two sided. Table provides odds ratios calculated as exp(b).
Table 6
Binary logistic regression on satisfaction with the home (source: SSND; n=514 respondents, who moved within the last 10 years).
Hyp Buyers (n=317) Renters (n=197)
exp(b) p exp(b) p
Housing characteristics
Construction X years ago 0.999 0.429 0.994 0.186
Estimated current value 1.304 0.000 1.397 0.000
Problems with direct neighbours 0.603 0.005 0.468 0.024
Type of house (ref.: detached)
Non-detached house 0.731 0.128 1.730 0.296
Flat 0.588 0.058 1.671 0.356
Way of ﬁnding a home (ref.: personal contacts)
Reading and placing ads − 1.499 0.060 0.693 0.250
Municipality − 1.317 0.180 1.186 0.350
Housing corporation − 0.986 0.480 1.265 0.290
Estate agent − 0.960 0.431 0.256 0.060
Contact person’s status + 1.002 0.327 1.003 0.370
Predictors of ﬁnding through network
Urgency of move 0.640 0.070 0.812 0.642
Knowing somebody on the area 1.033 0.838 1.184 0.578
Control variables
Age 0.999 0.879 1.001 0.057
Socio-economic status 0.991 0.104 0.981 0.064
Length of residence in house 1.017 0.128 1.022 0.230
Constant 1.568 0.442 0.792 0.855
−2LL d.f. p −2LL d.f. p
Model improvement tests
Model with control variables only 999.080 3 0.013 291.885 3 0.016
+ Housing characteristics 927.335 8 0.000 276.668 8 0.009
+ Way of ﬁnding the home 923.127 12 0.379 271.273 12 0.249
+ Contact status 922.829 13 0.585 271.115 13 0.762
+ Important predictors for informal search 919.549 15 0.194 270.571 15 0.910
Cox&Snell Nagelkerke Cox&Snell Nagelkerke
Final model pseudo R2 0.106 0.148 0.135 0.180
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her buyers nor renters are more likely to ﬁnd their home via
ocial contacts. Hence, buyers and renters generally do not dif-
er in their propensity to ﬁnd their home via social networks,
ut network attributes and moving circumstances do have dif-
erent impacts on their likelihood to ﬁnd a home via social
etworks.
.2. Satisfaction with housing
Finally, we analysed whether those who acquired a home via
nformal channels are also more satisﬁed with their home. Table 6
hows, similarly to Table 5, the ﬁnal logistic regression models. At
he bottom of the table, improvement statistics are provided for
nteringblocksof variables into themodelsofbuyers and renters. In
hese analyses, we controlled for individual characteristics as well
s for characteristicsof thehomes.Apart fromthecontrol character-
stics of individuals and their lengthof residence,wealso accounted
or the fact that the way a house is found is not completely an
xogenous process.We therefore included themost important pre-
ictors of ﬁnding a house through networks, i.e. the urgency of
he move and whether one knows a person in the area in the last
nalysis.
As the table shows, the most important explanatory variables
f housing satisfaction seem to be among the housing characteris-
ics, in particular the estimated current value of the house, which
igniﬁcantly improves the models for buyers and for renters as
ell. Regarding the individual characteristics, for buyers, neither
ge nor socio-economic status predicts satisfaction with the home.
emarkably, renterswith a somewhat lower socio-economic status
re more likely to be highly satisﬁed. In these models, satisfac-
ion with the house is also not inﬂuenced by length of residence.
oncerning the housing characteristics, as mentioned, a higher
stimated current value of the house goes together with higher
atisfaction. Furthermore, living in a ﬂat decreases satisfaction
ompared with living in a detached house for the buyers. Further-
ore, for renters as well as for buyers, problems with neighbours
ead to less satisfaction.
The ways of ﬁnding a home does matter somewhat for the satis-
action with the house. For the renters, we found an effect of estate
gents–renters who attained their homes via an estate agency are
ess satisﬁed. So, our hypothesis that the way in which one has
ttained a home matters for its evaluation is not conﬁrmed for the
uyers, while it is conﬁrmed for renters with regard to achieving
he house via an estate agency. For buyers, we found that they are
ore satisﬁed when they found their house through an advertise-
ent, which contradicts our hypothesis. Our other hypothesis, on
he inﬂuence of the status of the contact person, is not supported,
either for buyers, nor for renters.
Lastly, we found a weak effect of ‘urgency of the move’: buyers
ho moved less urgently are more satisﬁed. There is no effect of
aving known a person in the area on satisfaction with the house.
. Conclusion and discussion
This is the ﬁrst study to jointly analyse the likelihood of ﬁnding
home via social networks and its impact on satisfaction. In total,
quarter of the Dutch found their homes via social contacts, which
akes social contacts the most frequent way of ﬁnding a home in
he Netherlands.
Buyers with more diverse networks, with respect to occupa-
ions, as well as renters with larger networks, were more likely to
nd their home via personal contacts. Possibly, this is because it is
asier to ﬁnd information on houses for rent than to ﬁnd informa-
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iverse information and hence enable buyers to ﬁnd a home via
ocial contacts. Renters do not beneﬁt from diverse resources; they
ight need more persons providing the same type of information
nd hence beneﬁt more from network size. If this argument is cor-
ect, the standard deviation in network members’ status should be
maller for renters, implying that their networks are more homo-
eneous with regard to status, which turned out to be the case, as
e found in additional analyses. The fact that the size and diver-
ity of networks have different impacts for the two types of goals
s quite interesting and deserves more attention in future research.
urther analysis should more deeply inquire into the question of
hether the information for buyers is provided more frequently
ia ties having a higher status and whether this does not matter for
enters.
The ﬁnding that the social status of the network did not mat-
er for the likelihood of ﬁnding a home via social contacts implies
hat the process of ﬁnding a house is different from the one of
nding a job. For ﬁnding a house, it seems that it is not status
ut other attributes of an interaction partner that are of impor-
ance.
For ﬁnding a home via social contacts, the circumstances of the
ove are more important than network characteristics. Knowing
omeone in the neighbourhood of destination highly increased the
ikelihood of ﬁnding a home via social networks, indicating that
he location of the network alters plays an important role in ﬁnd-
ng a home via social networks. Furthermore, buyers who moved
rgently were less likely to ﬁnd their home via social contacts,
hich supports the idea that networks are (or at least are perceived
s) a slower means of ﬁnding a home. Nevertheless, urgently mov-
ng renters were at ﬁrst sight more likely to ﬁnd their home via
ocial networks, but additional analyses revealed that this was due
o work placements.
Even though other effects were found to differ between buyers
nd renters, buyers were just as likely as renters to ﬁnd their home
ia social contacts. This contradicts the idea that buyers, because
hey are confronted with a higher risk and hence a higher damage
otential when purchasing a house, are more dependent on reli-
ble information that is provided by social ties. It might also imply
hat people do not expect social contacts to provide more trustable
nformation than themedia, themunicipality, housingcorporations
r estate agents do.
The average housing price in the area at the time of the move
idnot inﬂuencebuyers’ probability of ﬁnding their homevia social
etworks. Maybe the positive effect of acquiring information ear-
ier and the negative effect of acquiring very limited but detailed
nformation cancel each other out. It could also be the case that
one of these effects work.
A comparison of our ﬁndings for renters with the ﬁndings
f Abraham and Kropp (2000) strengthens the result that larger
etworks facilitate ﬁnding a home via social contacts for renters
hereas their network diversity is irrelevant. Abraham and Kropp
2000) found that renters are less likely to ﬁnd their homevia social
etworks if they have to move urgently. Renters in our study who
ad to move urgently were more likely to ﬁnd their home via social
etworks due to work placements. These different ﬁndings could
esult from different measurements in the study. Overall, the effect
f urgency on renters’ propensity to ﬁnd a home via social contacts
emains unclear.
Finding a home via social networks does not per se increase
ousing satisfaction. Buyers seem to be even more satisﬁed when
lacing an advertisement than with help from a network member.
enters aremore satisﬁedwith a house that is found through social
ontacts, in particular compared with home attainment through
n estate agency. The socio-economic status of the contact per-
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hich contradicts the argument from social capital theory that
ocial capital mobilized via higher social strata leads to better out-
omes. Probably, other social resources than a contact person’s
tatus are important when looking for a house. This is an inter-
sting difference, since in the studies on job searching it has been
hown that a contact person’s status does matter for the achieved
ccupation. So, the ﬁnding that the status of the network mem-
er does not matter for the satisfaction with the house might
ndicate differences in goods, i.e. houses vs jobs. However, it can
lso be the case that this matters for the quality of the attained
ouse, yet not for its evaluation. Furthermore, it might be the
ase that people who have difﬁculties in ﬁnding a house mobi-
ize their social networks more intensively, yet, when they ﬁnally
ttain a house through social ties, they are not happy per se with
t. In general, any of these processes may play a role here and
herefore act against signiﬁcant results (cf. Franzen and Hecken,
002).
With respect to the theoretical implications of our results, we
nowonly the outcome of the search process, i.e. howpeople found
heir homes, but not how they have looked for them. People might
ombine various search methods when looking for a home. Our
ata provide no information on the different ways people searched
or their home: we only know how the home is found. So, we do
ot know which method is the most successful in the end. In line
ith that, it would also be interesting to compare failed attempts
o ﬁnd a house through networks with successful attempts in order
o discover under which circumstances networks become ‘produc-
ive’.
Overall, while houses are often found via social relations, it
eems questionable to interpret this as a social capital effect: or,
aid differently, the outcomes of this type of social capital are not
eneﬁcial per se. First, the social capital of the contact person did
ot increase the satisfaction with the house. Second and more gen-
rally, ﬁnding a home via social contacts was not always beneﬁcial.
ence, it seems not to be true that information acquired via infor-
al sources is generally more reliable, of higher quality, or more
etailed and consequently enables home seekers to choose a bet-
er home. Only renters seem to be better off if they ﬁnd their home
ia personal contacts. Given our results, we can conclude that an
ncrease in social inequalities due to network use in the search for
home seems not likely.
To assess the role of personal networks more precisely, future
esearch should look in more detail into the different search
ethods and investigate which method is the most successful
ne. Furthermore, one would like to investigate the relationships
etween local relationships and housing satisfaction more pre-
isely. In our study, only renters’ satisfaction was affected by their
elationships with neighbours. This ﬁnding and the lack of inﬂu-
nce for buyers deserve much more attention. We did not inquire
nto the physical aspects of the house and the neighbourhood such
s, for instance, the maintenance of the building and littering in the
eighbourhood. Also, the social composition in the neighbourhood
as not been taken into account. In a society with many racial con-
icts, neighbourhood composition concerning racial heterogeneity
an be expected to matter a lot. In the Netherlands, neighbour-
ood composition is quite homogeneous, at least compared with
he US. Finally, the ﬁnding that the social resources of the respon-
ents as well as of their network members did not matter indicates
hat, in the process of attaining a house, other resources than socio-
conomic status play a role. It could also be the case that ﬁnancial
esources are more important here, because we did ﬁnd effects
f estimated current price on satisfaction. Yet, given that so many
eople attain a house through a personal contact, it is worth inves-
igating the social resources involved in this process more deeply
nyhow.
F
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ppendix A
Alters elicited with the following name generators were
ncluded in the computation of the size of the social network:
(1a) If you have a problem at work, whom do you ask for advice?
(1b) How is it the other way round? Are there also people who
come to you for advice concerning problems that theyhave at their
work?
(2) Consider the time you work with others. Who are the two
colleagues you are working with most of all?
(3) May I have the ﬁrst name and the ﬁrst letter of the family name
of your boss or supervisor?
(4) If you need help in and around the house with odd jobs, like
moving furniture, holding a ladder, whom do you ask?
(5) Does someone –who is not amember of your household – have
a key to your house?
(6) Who are your direct neighbours? ‘Direct’ refers to the people
who live the closest to you; those who live in the house/ﬂat to the
right or left to you? I would like to have two names.
(7) A lot of people go to visit others in their leisure time. To whom
do you usually go for a visit?
(8) Life is not always about going out and having fun. Everybody
needs someone else to talk about some more personal matters
from time to time. With whom did you discuss personal matters
in the last 6-months?
(9) If we go through the list of names we have made: is there any-
one else who is important to you and who is not yet on the list? If
yes, I would like to add this person to the list.
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